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Thematic Philately in Singapore
Despite a small island nation, Singapore has played prominent role in the world of philately, being host to two World
Stamp Exhibitions and regional stamp shows. Mr Koh Seow
Chuan, a distinguished Singaporean philatelist, is currently
the President of FIP. This is the result of relentless efforts by
the Association of Singapore Philatelists (ASP), with representatives from stamp clubs and societies in Singapore, in
close collaboration with the Singapore Philatelic Museum
(SPM).
Both partners aim to promote philately amongst Singaporeans of all age groups, especially the younger collectors.
Thematic philately, through a kaleidoscope of themes, appeals to the latter. Recognizing this popularity, SPM has
taken concrete steps to promote this branch of philately
through a spectrum of activities. Some of the interesting
themes that the museum has organized include the everyday
beverages of Coffee and Tea, the popular Zodiac theme, the
historical theme of World War 2, multi-cultural Heritage of
Singapore, popular fairy tales of Hans Christian Andersen,
and the international Olympic games.
Last year, Singapore hosted the 117th International Olympic
Committee Session, to elect the host-city for the 2012
Olympic Games. SPM collaborated with the Singapore National Olympic Council and the Singapore Sports Council to
organize “Stamps & Olympics: An Intimate Relationship” exhibition, as a fringe program for the Session. Through stamps on
the theme of sports and the Olympics,
the exhibition told the unusual story that
without postage stamps, the modern
Olympic Games might not have come
into being. A collection of rare Olympic
philatelic items on loan from the Olympic Museum in Lausanne, Switzerland
was exhibited. 150 primary and secondary school students also had the rare
opportunity to meet Singapore Olympians at the “Meet the Olympians” sessions
organized at the museum.
In addition, SPM conducts interesting
educational tours for pre-school, primary and secondary school students.
Museum staffs guide students around
exhibitions, and using a hands-on approach, students have a better appreciation of stamps and the content depicted
on them.
During the school holidays, day workshops and overnight camps are also organized for young children. Through
workshops, games and craft activities,
children find out how to collect stamps, recognize and understand the interesting themes featured on stamps, and

even how to
decorate bookmarks and cards with stamps!
At the national level, SPM and the organizing committee of
the National Stamp Exhibition (Singpex) introduced the
School Group Category to encourage student participation in
the competition, and to promote the educational value of
stamps. After attending workshops conducted by museum
staff, students work in groups to present a thematic exhibit
using stamps and philatelic products, and use suitable narratives to illustrate a theme. Top entries are displayed at Singpex and winners are awarded with prizes such as trophies
and certificates.
In 2007, SPM will be organizing the 1st Inter-ASEAN Youth
Stamp Exhibition (YAS). Youths from ASEAN countries will
compete with their thematic collections. YAS will be held in
Singapore, and will coincide with the 40th anniversary of
ASEAN.
Through different exhibitions and activities, SPM and ASP
hope that more people will be thrilled at the themes illustrated on stamps and recognize that stamps are indeed the
windows to the world!
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A museum staff explains to students about Chinese
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